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Abstract� Over the last decade� estimating scene structure from visual motion has become a
central task of computational vision� As it is well known� the estimation task is nonlinear due

to the perspective nature of the measurements� One may ask whether there exists a smart choice
of coordinates that simpli�es the estimation task� In particular� since �linearity� is a coordinate�
dependent notion� one may seek for a particular choice of coordinates such that the problem of

estimating structure from motion becomes linear and spectrally assignable� Unfortunately� such a
choice of coordinates does not exist� even if we allow for a nonlinear change of output coordinates or

an embedding into a higher�dimensional state�space� As a consequence of this result� we study some
alternative estimators with nonlinear error dynamics which are proved to converge� and legitimate
the use of local linearization�based techniques for estimating structure from known motion and visual

information� In most of the cases� however� the true motion undergone by the viewer is unknown�
We propose a novel dynamic estimator for scene structure which is independent of the motion of the
viewer� The method consists in the identi�cation of an Exterior Di�erential System with parameters

on a sphere�

Key Words� Visual structure estimation� structure from motion� identi�cation of exterior di�eren�

tial systems� implicit Extended Kalman Filter�

�� INTRODUCTION

Estimating �Structure From Motion� �SFM� con�
sists of reconstructing the structure of a moving ob�
ject from its projection onto a camera� A number
of schemes have been proposed for estimating mo�
tion from known structure� structure for known mo�
tion� and both structure and motion recursively from
an image sequence �see �Faugeras� �		
� Zhang and
Faugeras� �		�� for a review of the existing methods��
In this paper we restrict our attention to the recursive
estimation of point�based structure from motion� we
will rst consider the case of known motion� and then
the case in which the motion is unknown�

It has been known for a while �Matthies et al�� �	�	�
that SFM can be formulated in terms of the estimation
of the state of a nonlinear dynamical system� Such es�
timation task has been traditionally approached by
using Extended Kalman Filters �EKF� �Jazwinski�
�	���� as for example in �Matthies et al�� �	�	� Olien�
sis and Inigo�Thomas� �		�� Shekhar and Chellappa�
�		�� Soatto et al�� �		
��

���� MODELING STRUCTURE FROM MOTION

Let us simplify the problem by assuming that the mo�
tion of the objects being viewed is rigid� constrained
on a plane� and has constant velocity� It can be
shown �Soatto� �		�� that the planar motion case
is structurally equivalent to the full 
D motion� as
far as observability is concerned� The �structure�
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of the scene is represented by a number of point�
features whose coordinates in the ambient plane are
x

�
� �x� x��

T � v � �v� v��
T indicates the relative trans�

lational velocity between the object and the viewer in
the body frame and � is the rotational velocity about
an axis orthogonal to the ambient plane and to the
optical axis� We assume that each point�feature cor�
responds to a line which is perpendicular to the view�
ing line �i�e� we see a horizontal slice of a cylindrical
world�� The horizontal coordinate of the projection of
the point onto an image plane is y

�
� x��x�� so that

we can write a nonlinear dynamical model having the
position of the point in the ambient plane as the state�
and the projection as the measured output��

d
dt
x � f�x� x�t�� � x� � lRn

y � h�x�
���
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We call the above model the standard model for SFM�
Estimating structure from motion is then equivalent
to estimating the state of the above model� One
may argue that the choice of the reference frame
�the viewer reference in this case� and of the model
of projection �an ideal pinhole camera with unit fo�
cal length� are arbitrary� We fully agree� There
are other possible reference frames �object�centered�
world�centered etc�� and models for the perspective



projection �with the center of projection displaced in
the ambient plane�� More than that� there are other
possible nonlinear changes of coordinates� not simply
changes of the reference frame� that one may consider�
Therefore� it may be interesting to study whether any
of these changes of coordinates structurally simpli�es
the estimation problem� An estimator �observer� for
the model ��� is dened as a nonlinear dynamical sys�
tem of the form

d

dt
�x � g��x� y� �x��� � �x�

which has the measurements y as inputs and pro�
duces the estimates of the state of the original model�
The error e � x � �x also satises a set of non�
linear di�erential equations� Unlike the linear con�
text� it is not easy in general to design observers
such that the estimation error has prescribed dy�
namical properties� Over the last ten years �see
for instance �Hermann and Krener� �	��� Nijmeijer�
�	��� Schaft� �	��� Krener and Isidori� �	�
� Krener
and Respondek� �	��� Levine and Marino� �	��� Lee
and Nam� �		�� Phelps� �		���� various techniques
have been developed to study the existence of a co�
ordinate transformation of lRn

� � lRn � lRn �
�

x �� z � ��x� ���

such that the original model is transformed into the
so�called �observer form��

d
dt
z
�
�
�
��
�xf�x�

	
x�����z�

� Az� ��Cz�

y � h�����z�� � Cz
���

for some A� C such that the pair �C�A� observable� �
is a smooth function of the outputs� If such a � can
be found� then an observer of the form

d

dt
�z � �A� LC��z � Ly � ��y� ���

yields an estimation error e
�
� z � �z satisfying the

di�erential equation

d

dt
e � �A� LC�e ���

that is linear and spectrally assignable through an ap�
propriate choice of the gain matrix L�

�� UNFEASIBILITY OF THE THE OBSERVER
LINEARIZATION

We say that the �observer linearization problem�
�OLP� is solvable for the model ��� if we can nd U��
x� � U�� � � U� � lR� � lR�� � � h�U�� � lR��
such that the model ��� is transformed into ���� with
�C�A� observable� for all z � ��U��� A rst nec�
essary condition in order to be able to transform
the model into observer form is its local �weak� ob�
servability� which is � in our ��dimensional case �
dim�spanfdh � dLfhgjx� � n � � �x � U�� When
the model is locally observable� we can dene � as the

unique vector eld on U� that satises�
L�h�x� � �
L�Lfh�x� � �

� x � U�� ���

If one can nd a di�eomorphism F � lR� � lR� map�
ping x into z such that

�F

�z
� �� Lf� � � �	�

then it is easy to check that �
�
� F�� and ��z� ��

��
�x f�x�

	
����z�

�
�
� z�

	
solve the observer lin�

earization problem �Isidori� �	�	��

Therefore the solution to the OLP boils down to the
solution of the partial di�erential equation �PDE� of
eq� �	�� In order to study the existence of a solution� it
is not necessary to solve explicitly the PDE� for there
is an equivalent condition expressed only in terms of
the vector eld � � In fact �Isidori� �	�	� the OLP is
solvable for the planar SFM problem if and only if�
�� dim�spanfdh � dLfhgx� � �
�� � is such that �Li

f� � Lj

f� � � � � i� j � �� �
����

where � � � denotes the Lie bracket of two vector elds�
In the case of planar structure from motion� we have

�
dh

dLfh

�
�
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Since the normal rank of the rightmost matrix� which
is dened for x� �� �� is � for v �� �� we conclude that
SFM is locally �weakly� observable anywhere away
from the center of projection and the necessary ob�
servability conditions �� are met� However� condition
�� does not hold� In fact� by solving equation ��� we
get

�� �
x�

x�
�� ����

�� �
x	�

v�x� � v�x�
��
�

and it is immediate to verify that �� � Lf� � �� �� there�
fore we conclude that the observer linearization prob�
lem is not solvable in the case of structure from mo�
tion�
It is possible that a more general transformation al�
lowing also a change of output coordinates

� � lRP� � lRP�

y �� z � ��y� ����

can transform the SFM model into observer form�
This problem was rst studied by �Krener and Re�
spondek� �	���� A necessary condition for the exis�
tence of the change of output coordinates � is the
so�called �degree condition� that must be satised by
the so�called �observable forms� of the model �Krener
and Respondek� �	��� Phelps� �		��� The observable
forms of a locally weakly observable system can be
computed by changing the state coordinates using the
basis fLi

fhjgi������ �nj���j������ �p where nj is the observ�



ability index of the jth output component� For a single
output system� as in the planar SFM case� p � � and
n� � n and the observable form is simply

y � C	

�	 � A	 �B
�	�

where A B C are a Brunowski form and 
 is some
smooth function of the state� Associating to each
state component 	j the degree j � �� corresponding
to the number of times one must di�erentiate the out�
put to obtain 	j� and to each product 	i	j the degree
i� � � j � � equal to the sum of the degrees of each
factor� we dene Pk to be the polynomials of degree
k or less with coe�cients that are C� functions of the
output � and Pk

� the subset of Pk generated by the
elements of Pk��� Then� the degree condition con�
sists of the following �Krener and Respondek� �	����
if there exists an observer form then� in any observ�
able form� the vectorelds 
j�	� are in Pnj � An im�
mediate consequence of the above results is that� for a
simple system that has observability indices equal to
�� there must exist an observable form with 
 � P�

� �
In fact� since P�

� � P�� there must exist an observ�
able form with the nonlinearities 
 that are functions
only of the output y� This particular observable form
is already an observer form� In other words� an ob�
server form can be computed without change of out�
put coordinates� In the single output case� this form
must coincide� obviously� with the one computed by
the technique of �Krener and Isidori� �	�
� described
previously� The conclusion is that � in the single out�
put case with n � � � if the technique of Krener and
Isidori fails then� even allowing a change of output co�
ordinates� the model cannot be put in observer form�
Hence� for the structure from motion problem there is
no observer with state space of dimension � and linear
and spectrally assignable error dynamics�

However� there may still exist a linear system with a
higher dimensional state space� which generates the
same output trajectories� This problem was studied
by Levine and Marino �Levine and Marino� �	��� to�
gether with a technique for solving the observer lin�
earization problem by �linear immersion�� A neces�
sary condition for the existence of a linear immersion
is that the vector eld generated by fLi

fhg�i is nite�
dimensional� Unfortunately� this condition is not sat�
ised in the case of planar structure from motion� If�
for the sake of simplicity� we let � � �� it can be seen
that

Li
fh � ��i� ���

v�
x�

Li��
f h i � � ����

Therefore� the span of fLi
fhg�i is innite�dimensional

since there does not exist an integer p such that a
linear combination of fLi

fhgi������ �p equals zero� even
allowing the coe�cients to be functions of the output�

The overall conclusion is that the structure from mo�
tion problem� apart from some particular trivial con�
gurations� is an intrinsically nonlinear observation
problem and there does not exist an observer on any
�arbitrarily large� embedding space that has linear and
spectrally assignable error dynamics� Clearly� in the
particular and trivial case in which � � � and v� � ��

Li
fh � � for i � �� x� � constant and there exists

an optimal lter with linear error dynamics� it is the
Kalman lter for the model��

�
y � 	�
�	� � 	�
�	� � �

�

x�

�
�

	�
v�
� ����

If x� is not constant� but it has slow dynamics� it may
be considered as an unknown parameter in the model�
and an adaptive observer scheme may be implemented
in order to estimate it� This leads to the analysis of
alternative nonlinear observer schemes�


� ALTERNATIVE OBSERVERS

In the literature� alternative nonlinear observer
schemes have been proposed� in particular� the adap�
tive observer proposed by �Bastin and Gevers� �	���
and further studied by �Marino� �		�� can be easily
applied with some appropriate modications to the
SFM problem� In the planar structure from motion
case� the derivative of the output y satises the di�er�
ential equation

�y � ���� � y�� �
�

x�
�v� � yv��� ����

If ��x� was an unknown constant parameter� ����
would be exactly in the form considered in �Marino�
�		��� It is easy to show using the Lyapunov function

V � k�y � �y�� � k�
�

x�
�

�

�x�
��� ����

where k is a positive constant� that the following� ��y � ���� � y�� � �

x�

�v� � yv�� � k�y � �y�

d
dt


�

x�

�
� �v� � yv���y � �y�

��	�

is a globally asymptotically convergent observer since
�V � ��k��y � �y��� However� ��x� is not a constant
parameter� as it has its own dynamics

d

dt


�

x�

�
� ��y

�

x�
� v��

�

x�
�� ����

and the convergence of ��	� cannot be guaranteed by
the above argument anymore� Consider then the fol�
lowing estimator� which is obtained from the previous
one by adding the dynamics of the inverse depth� ��y � ���� � y�� � �


x�

�v� � yv�� � k�y � �y�

d
dt


�

x�

�
� �v� � yv���y� �y�� �y �


x�

� v��
�

x�

���
����

Some properties of the structure from motion prob�
lem come at hand in order to prove convergence� The
output y is bounded by the dimensions of the image
plane jyj 	 m and the inverse of the depth satises
� � ��x� 	 ��f � � since we assumed unitary focal
length f � Then� under the following conditions�

if j�y�t�j � m then �y�t�� � �y�t� m
j
y�t�j

if �
j
x��t�j

� � then �x��t
�� �


x��t�

j
x��t�j

����



the estimator described above can be easily shown
to converge with a su�ciently high gain k� with the
same Lyapunov function used previously� An observer
in this form was already obtained by �Jankovic and
Ghosh� to appear�� who rst came out with a prov�
ably convergent scheme for estimating structure from
motion�

�� LOCAL LINEARIZATION�BASED
STRUCTURE FROM MOTION

The model ���� which de�nes the structure from
motion problem� is not only locally weakly observ�
able� but also its linearization about the current
state is observable away from the center of projec�
tion� This is a very favorable situation for using local
linearization�based observers� as for example the Ex�
tended Kalman Filter �EKF� �Jazwinski� �	��� based
upon the model ���� This is essentially the approach
taken in �Matthies et al�� �	�	� Oliensis and Inigo�
Thomas� �		�� Soatto et al�� �		
�� and it has proven
e�ective in most practical situation� when the motion
of the viewer is known� In the experimental section
we will present some comparative experiments with
an EKF based upon the three�dimensional version of
���� which is��������������

�������������

n � 

x � �x� � x� � x	�

T

f�x� � ��x � V

��
�
�



� ��	 ��
�	 � ���
��� �� �

�

V �



v�
v�
v	

�

y � h�x� � x
x�

x	 �� ��

��
�

�� MOTION�INDEPENDENT STRUCTURE
ESTIMATION

All we have said so far can be applied only when the
relative motion between the scene and the viewer is
known and has constant velocity� In many practical
instances� however� this is not the case� The literature
proposes a variety of motion estimation schemes which
do not depend upon the structure of the scene� both
from two views �see �Faugeras� �		
� for a review�
and recursively from an image sequence �Soatto et al��
�		��� However� errors in the reconstructed motion
� if not treated properly � have dramatic e�ect in
the estimates of structure using the schemes described
above� as we will see in the experimental section�

In this section we present a factorization method for
recursively estimating structure independent of mo�
tion�

Consider the derivative of the output of the basic
model ��� in its three�dimensional version ��
� for a
number of points i � � � � �N �

�yi�t� �

�
�

x	�t�i
A�yi� B�yi�

� �
V �t�
��t�

�
� ����

where

A�yi�
�
�

�
� � �x�

x� i

� � �x�

x� i

�

B�yi� �

�
�x�

x� i

x�

x� i
� � �x�

x� i
�� �x�

x� i

��� �x�

x� i
�� x�

x� i

x�

x� i

x�

x� i

�
depend only upon the measured function of the state
y�i �

x�

x� i
and y�i �

x�

x� i
� Observing N points� one

we may write

�y � C�
�

x	 �
� � � � �

�

x	 N
� y��V ��T

where

C
�
�

�
��

�
x� �

A
�

B�
���

���
�
x�N

AN BN

�
�� �

Under the usual rank conditions� we may compute the
least�squares approximation of V�� as

��
V
�

�
� Cy �y

where y indicates the pseudo�inverse� Therefore� for
N � 
� the motion eld species the constraint

�y � CCy �y 
 C��
�

x	 �
� � � � �

�

x	 N
�y� �y � ��

where C�
�
� I � CCy�

Indeed� it is immediate to see that the problem of esti�
mating the structure independent of the motion of the
viewer can be rephrased as the problem of identifying
the following Exterior Di�erential System �Bryant et
al�� 	

	�� with parameters on a sphere� embedded in
lRN � �

C��Z�y� �y � � Z � SN��

yi � x
x� i

� ni �i � � � � �N

where Z
�
� � �

x� �
� � � �

x� N
�T and ni is a white� zero�

mean Gaussian noise� We have implemented an
identier for the above model using the techniques
in �Soatto et al�� �		��� and tested the scheme on syn�
thetic image sequences� as shown in the experimental
section�

�� EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the e�ectiveness of the schemes an�
alyzed in the previous sections� we have performed a
simulation experiment by generating a number of fea�
ture points between � and �� in a cubic region of space
of side � m and placed ��� m ahead of the observer�
The points are projected onto an ideal image plane of
size ������� pixels� corresponding to a visual eld of
approximately ��o� and noise is added to the measure�
ments which is white� zero�mean and Gaussian with
��� to � pixel standard deviation� according to the per�
formance of common feature detecting tracking tech�
niques �Barron et al�� �		��� The observer then moves
around the cloud of points while maintaining its dis�
tance from the centroid xed�

In order to use the adaptive observer described in sec�
tion 
 and the EKF of section � it is necessary to



input the relative motion between the viewer and the
scene� We have added noise in the motion components
with standard deviation ranging from � to �� ! of the
value of the motion components� In practical appli�
cations the motion has to be either measured from
sensors �as for example when the camera is mounted
on a calibrated robot arm� or estimated from visual
data �Soatto et al�� �		��� and estimation errors in
the range of �! to ��! are usually to be expected� In
gure � we plot the norm of the relative error in the
estimated depth for �� points and for disturbances in
the motion components of �!� �!� �! and ��! re�
spectively� It can be noticed that the error for the
adaptive observer �dot�dash line�� which is strongly
correlated to start with� increases dramatically as the
disturbance in the motion components increases� The
EKF �dashed line� degrades more gracefully and its
estimation error is signicantly less correlated�

The motion�independent structure estimator pro�
posed in section �� unlike the other schemes� does not
need knowledge of the motion parameters� and there�
fore the error level is constant across trials� Note that
the scheme is less precise than the EKF when motion
is known with innite precision� but it outperforms
the EKF as soon as the disturbance level in the mo�
tion components increases beyond �!�

In gure � we show some closeups of the estimated
inverse depth for the case of the EKF and the motion�
independent estimator for a disturbance level in the
components of motion of �!� The performance of the
two schemes is quite similar�

�� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have recalled the �observer lineariza�
tion problem� as the problem of building a nonlinear
observer for a nonlinear dynamical system� having an
error which evolves according to a linear and spec�
trally assignable dynamic model� We have applied
well�known results to the SFM problem to conclude
that there exists no change of state and output coor�
dinates that linearizes the error dynamics� The model
of the SFM problem may not be immersed in a larger
dimensional linear lter� This implies that� in order to
estimate depth� it is necessary to design an adaptive
observer with nonlinear error dynamics� An instance
is the scheme proposed by �Jankovic and Ghosh� to ap�
pear�� It turns out that� in most practical situations�
a simple EKF outperforms any provably convergent
scheme presented so far in the literature�
From a geometric point of view� there is no change of
coordinates which structurally modies the observer
task� However� from a computational �numerical�
point of view� the choice of the reference frame may
play a crucial role� depending on the application� In
each specic case �broad eld of view� small apertures
etc�� the user has to evaluate what is the best ref�
erence frame in terms of conditioning with respect to
error in the location of the projection of the feature
points in the image plane as well as in the components
of motion�

Both the adaptive observer and the EKF need knowl�

edge of the relative motion parameters� and they de�
grade quite dramatically when the error in the mo�
tion parameters increase beyond ��!� Furthermore�
in many situations the observer"s motion is not known
at all� We have proposed a novel dynamic estimator of
structure from image motion which is independent of
the observer"s motion� It is modeled as the identica�
tion of an implicit model� realized using a generaliza�
tion of the EKF to implicit measurement constraints
described in �Soatto et al�� �		���
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Fig� �� Close�ups of the estimates for the case of the
EKF and the recursive motion�independent
factorization method� Noise in the motion pa�
rameters for the EKF was ���
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Fig� �� Relative error norm for the three schemes� For
both the adaptive observer �dot�dash line� and
the EKF �dashed line�� motion needs to be
known� The four plots show the relative error
in presence of uncertainty in the motion pa�
rameters of �top to bottom� 	�� 
�� �� and
�	�� The novel factorization scheme presented
is instead independent of the motion of the
viewer� and therefore is not a�ected by the un�
certainty in the motion parameters �solid line��


